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Tis paper proposes a multiview collaborative visual analysis system of network security based on a DPCA (clustering by fast
search and fnd of density peaks) clustering algorithm called DPCANETVis, with network security analysis requirements for
multisource heterogeneous data. Firstly, the system proposes an improved DPCA clustering algorithm based on the hierarchical
relationship of mail sending and receiving to achieve the purpose of accurate classifcation. Secondly, a three-layer visual layout is
designed to display relevant information such as data hierarchy, node relationship, behavior model, and other relevant in-
formation, by mixing a variety of interactive visual analysis methods such as tree diagram, word cloud, line diagram, subject river,
and parallel coordinate. Lastly, based on the exploration of events, all suspicious nodes and their abnormal behaviors can be
displayed in the system. Finally, the prototype system is used to analyze the network security log data set provided by the ChinaVis
2018, and the feasibility of the multilevel interactive visual analysis method for network security is verifed through many
experiments and discussions.

1. Introduction

With the increasing popularity of network communication
technology and the rapid development of computer net-
work, network ofce systems have become the mainstream
resources and platforms in companies. However, there are
also many network security problems, such as virus intru-
sion, hacker attack, and internal attack. In view of the above
security risks, traditional network security technologies
(including frewall, intrusion detection, host, and applica-
tion status detection) [1–3] focus on the monitoring of
abnormal events. And a large number of log fles will be
generated in the process, which lacks the ability of visual and
real-time display and cannot achieve collaborative analysis
among logs. Tis paper focuses on the abnormal analysis of
the internal personnel behaviors in the enterprise infor-
mation management system. Tese behaviors are legitimate
from the perspective of the network, but combined with the
context information such as the personnel department, the

email sending and receiving, and account login, this be-
havior is a threat to the internal information security of the
enterprise. Terefore, the traditional network security
technology is not applicable to this kind of situation, and it is
necessary to design a new detection system focusing on the
internal personnel behavior of the enterprise.

Information visualization refers to the use of computer-
supported, interactive, and visual representations of abstract
data to enhance cognitive ability [4] and focuses on the
presentation of implicit information and rules in data
through visual graphics. Becker et al. [5] introduced the
visual analysis technology into the network security log as
early as 1995 and showed the network security state through
data processing visually. Subsequently, the visualization feld
of the network security log was expanded, and the analysis
technology was also improved gradually. Zhao et al. [6]
classifed and sorted the existing achievements from the
perspectives of network security issues and network security
visualization methods. Firstly, according to the timing
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characteristics of network monitoring data, the advantages
of the line chart, bar chart, and stack chart are emphasized.
Ten, according to the multidimensional characteristics of
trafc monitoring data, the characteristics of the scatter
diagram and parallel coordinate are elaborated in detail.
Finally, for the correlation analysis of network security
events, the radar map has strong graphic performance and
interactivity. And the advantages of radar map in describing
abnormal events have been further elaborated and improved
in literature [7]. Zhang et al. [8] classifed the graph tech-
niques used in them into three categories: simple graph,
conventional graph, and novel graph, by analyzing and
comparing the characteristics of diferent existing network
security log visualization analysis systems, and introduced
them in detail. In recent years, the research on network
security situational awareness have obtainedmore attentions
[9, 10]. Literature [11] summarized the research status and
existing problems of network security situation awareness,
and then pointed out that the visualization of network
situation would become one of the hotspots in the future.

Network security log belongs to multisource data, and for
large companies, its internal staf is numerous, and the
management structure is complex, so the internal network log
data are large and the structure is diferent. Terefore, it is
required to combine the advantages of various visualization
technologies and carry out a reasonable layout. Diferent
systems [12–15] often adopt several visualization methods
according to their data characteristics and conduct a visual
analysis of logs in the way of multigraph linkage. Tis paper
needs to understand the network situation, analyze the en-
terprise structure and the daily behavior pattern, and mine
abnormal events through the visual analysis of the internal
network log of the enterprise. To solve this problem, we design
an interactive visual analysis system DPCANETVis, which
combines machine intelligence and human intelligence to
help enterprises fnd abnormal behaviors that threaten their
security and interests based on internal network log data.

2. System Design

2.1. System Design Process. Te visual analysis system
DPCANETVis includes three modules as shown in Figure 1,
which are data storage and preprocessing module, data
mining module, and visualization module. First of all, Py-
thon is used to conduct unifed cleaning of multisource data
sets, establish a unifed and efective time format, process
invalid values andmissing values, and store them in a unifed
database to form the initial data source. Ten, an improved
DPCA clustering algorithm is proposed to analyze the node
membership relationship and associate the node source IP
(SIP) and ID. Finally, a three-layer visualization module is
proposed to assist the network center to analyze the behavior
patterns and abnormal events of network nodes layer by
layer with an interactive interface.

Trough the above design, the visual analysis system in
this paper needs to mine the complex information hidden in
the multisource network log data under the premise of
unknown network node attributes and afliations. Due to
the wide variety of data, and considering the integrity and

logic of node behavior patterns and abnormal events, it is
necessary to refne analysis objectives. After extensive
conversations with the network hub staf, the following
design goals are obtained:

R1: clustering network nodes accurately, and analyzing
their attributes and hierarchical relations
R2: analyzing the behavior patterns of various nodes
based on the e-mail semantics, and summarizing the
semantic characteristics of emails to explore the be-
havioral diferences
R3: assessing the abnormal risk by combining R1 and
R2, and detecting the abnormal behavior of nodes in an
interactive manner

2.2. Data Preprocessing

2.2.1. Data Cleaning. DPCANETVis is designed by using
fve types of monitoring data within an Internet company:
login logs, web access logs, mail logs, TCPLOG, and clock in
logs. As shown in Table 1, they mainly contain time, ID,
application protocol, SIP, source port (SPORT), destination
IP (DIP), and destination port (DPORT), etc. In detail, the
web access log records the domain name information
requested by the node; the mail log records the email ad-
dresses of the sender and receiver and the subject of the
message; one or more TCPLOG records are generated by a
node’s login, web page visit, email sending or receiving, etc;
each record gives the total number of bytes sent and received
by the TCP connection; the time information in the punch
card log contains the node’s check-in and check-out time.

Te data storage and preprocessing module mainly re-
alizes the cleaning and fltering of the original data, which
provides the basis for the subsequent data mining and
analysis. Tis paper analyzes the mailbox composition of the
internal nodes of the company through the mail log, flters
the information, preserves the records that both send and
receive meet the requirements, deletes the system mail and
junk mail, and realizes the data fltering.

2.2.2. An Improved DPCA Algorithm. In order to obtain
node attributes and their afliations, this paper proposes an
improved DPCA algorithm based on the mail sending-re-
ceiving relationship.Te implementation of this algorithm is
mainly divided into two parts. Te frst part is to carry out
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Figure 1: Visual analysis system architecture. DPCANETVis
contains three modules: (a) data storage and preprocessingmodule;
(b) data mining module; (c) visualization module.
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word segmentation and destop word processing on the
e-mail sending topics of nodes. Ten, select a moderate
number of high-frequency word as eigenvalues, and use the
TF-IDF algorithm [16] to calculate the weight of the email
topics of nodes under diferent eigenvalues to generate the
high-dimensional coordinate matrix
TM∗N � x1; x2; . . . ; xN , where M is the total number of
nodes, n − 1 is the number of eigenvalues, andN � 64. In the
second part, the node dependency structure is obtained
through the following steps based on the hierarchical re-
lationship between mail sending and receiving:

Step 1. Take the “summary” that appears in the subject
of the message as the perspective to get the superior and

subordinate relationship of the node: the mail receiver
is superior, while the mail sender is the subordinate;
Step 2. Calculate TM∗N to generate a local density-
distance coordinate system. Te calculation formula of
local density ρi is shown as follows:

ρi � 
j∈Is

e
− dij/dc( 

2
. (1)

In the above formula, IS � 1, 2, . . . , M{ },
dij � dist(xi, xj) which represents the Euclidean dis-
tance between vectors xi and xj, dc is the truncation
distance which is set to 0.5 in this paper.Te calculation
formula of distance a is shown as follows:

Table 1: Te format of data.

Form Field name Field meaning Relevant description

Login.csv

Time Log generation time
user User name Login user name
proto Applied protocol SSH, mysql, and so on
dip Destination IP Logged in IP
dport Destination port Logged in port
sip Source IP Login initiation IP

Sport Source port Login initiation port
State Login results Success or failure

Weblog.csv

Time Log generation time
sip Source IP Client IP
sport Source port Client application port
dip Destination IP Server IP
dport Destination port Server application port

Host Requested domain
name Host feld of HTTP header

TcpLog.csv

stime TCP data fow start
time

Te start time of the TCP stream, that is, the time when the frst syn packet of the
stream is received

dtime End time of TCP
data fow

Te end time of TCP fow, that is, the time when the last packet of the fow is
received

proto Agreement Protocol feld value in IP packet header
dip Destination IP Server IP of destination iptcp data stream
dport Destination port Server application port of TCP data fow
sip Source IP Client initiated IP of TCP data stream

Sport Source port Client application port of TCP data stream

uplink_length Uplink bytes Te total number of bytes of application layer data sent from the client to the
server from the establishment of the TCP stream to the end of the stream

downlink_length Downlink bytes Te total number of bytes of application layer data sent from the server to the
client from the establishment of the TCP stream to the end of the stream

Email.csv

Time Mail sending/
receiving time Sending/receiving time of mail in the header

proto Application protocol SMTP
sip Source IP IP header source IP address

Sport Source port TCP header source application port
dip Destination IP IP header destination IP address
dport Destination port TCP header destination application port
from Mail sender From the corresponding feld in the message header

to Mail recipient It comes from the corresponding feld in the mail header. When multiple
recipients appear, they are separated by semicolons.

Subject Teme From the corresponding feld in the message header

Checking.csv

id Employee ID
Day Date

checkin Check in time
checkout Of duty sign of time
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δi �

min
j<i

dqiqj
 , i≥ 2,

min
j≥2

δqj
 , i � 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where j ∈ Is, qi 
M
i�1 is a descending order of ρi 

M
i�1, and

it satisfes ρq1
≥ ρq2
≥ · · · ≥ ρqM

. Te decision graph as
shown in Figure 2(a) is obtained by calculating the local
density and distance.
Step3. ci considers the two indexes of local density and
distance comprehensively, and the calculation formula
is shown as follows:

ci � ρiδi. (3)

Ten, the descending order of ci
M
i�1 is obtained, as

shown in Figure 2(b), and there is an obvious jump in
the density of points above the red line: points above
the red line (Figure 2(c)) are selected as the clustering
center.
Step 4. For the other nonclustering center points, the
classifcation attribute is given according to the nearest
distance principle in the points whose local density is
greater than itself.
Only leaf nodes are classifed accurately according to
the clustering results obtained through the above steps,
which means upper-level nodes are classifed to a same
class, so it is difcult to obtain more layers of rela-
tionships. Terefore, the subordinate classifcation can
be further improved by combining the superior and
subordinate relationship obtained in Step 1.
Step 5. Tat is, if there is a hierarchical relationship
between a node and a leaf node in the previous hier-
archy, they will be grouped together.

Trough the realization of the above two parts, the
improved DPCA algorithm obtains the node dependency
structure presented in the form of a tree graph, as shown in
Figure 3. As can be seen from the fgure, the leader in charge
of the enterprise is 1067, and there are fve department
leaders, 1068, 1059, 1007, 1041, 1013, and 1068, respectively.
However, the department type cannot be distinguished from
the fgure, and it is necessary to further mine the hidden
rules through subsequent visual analysis techniques.

2.2.3. System Overview. DPCANETVis implements three
diferent functions using a three-layer visual layout. As
shown in Figure 4, the system consists of three pages:
company organizational structure view, behavior pattern
view, and risk assessment and analysis view. Te view of
company organization structure is based on tree diagram
and word cloud technology, which explores the organiza-
tional structure and semantic information of network nodes
and displays the email word clouds of diferent subordinate
categories visually. Te behavioral pattern view combines a
multiline chart, stacked bar chart, and theme river chart to
refect the overall behavioral pattern and behavioral dif-
ferences comprehensively based on data such as clocking log

and server access. Te risk assessment and analysis view is
mainly based on a tree diagram, which combines parallel
coordinate diagram, line diagram, and word cloud to carry
out abnormal event monitoring, so as to further speculate
the possible abnormal people and events through TCP trafc
and mail word cloud.

3. Visual Analysis

3.1. Enterprise Organizational Structure View. Te afliation
of nodes can be obtained by the improved DPCA algorithm,
which belongs to a typical hierarchical structure. In order to
further clarify various types of information and corre-
sponding mail characteristics, the system adopts an inter-
active design of a tree diagram and a two-level word cloud.

As shown in Figure 5, the view is composed of (a), (b),
and (c). Among them, (a) based on the radar tree diagram
can clearly display node attributes and hierarchical rela-
tionships (R1). Radar tree diagram is a kind of tree diagram,
which is more suitable for scenes where the depth of each
branch is relatively consistent. Trough the radar tree dia-
gram, the distribution of each department and its number is
understood, and a basic understanding of the organizational
structure is formed.

By clicking on a node in the radar tree diagram, (b) will
display the distribution of the mail subject of the node in the
form of a word cloud, and (c) will also display the mail
subject distribution of all child nodes (subordinates) of the
node. Te word cloud is used to highlight high-frequency
keywords in emails and flter out a large amount of low-
frequency information so that users can grasp the subject at a
glance. According to the distribution of the subject of the
mail, it can be inferred which category it is (R1). After that,
the radar tree chart is color-coded to distinguish diferent
departments of the enterprise.

3.2. Risk Assessment Analysis View. In order to analyze the
behavior patterns of diferent types of nodes, this paper
designs a behavior pattern view (R2) based on the check-in
and network trafc information in the network log. As
shown in Figure 6, frst, the punch-card distribution in
diferent periods of time is displayed with two line graphs (a)
and (b), where each department is distinguished by diferent
colors. Te line graph is easy to show the changes in things
with variables, and the punching rules of various nodes can
be observed.Ten, (c) displays the number of punch cards in
each department in a month with a stacked histogram. As an
extension of the histogram, the stacked bar chart super-
imposes each category so that it can display the total amount
of each category and the size and proportion of each sub-
category contained in the category. Terefore, through
Figure (c), we can not only know the number of check-in
nodes per day but also know the proportion of diferent
types of nodes in it. In particular, by paying attention to the
number of nodes in individual time periods, the special
behavior patterns of diferent types of nodes can be known.
Finally, (d) shows the daily fow usage of various nodes in the
form of a thematic river graph. Te theme river map is a
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Figure 3: Node-dependent structure tree.
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Figure 2: ρ − δ coordinate system point. (a) Te decision graph. (b) Te descending order diagram. (c) Te clustering center point.
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variation of the stacked area map, which expresses the
changes of diferent types of data over time through the
shape of the fow. In the fgure, the peak period of network
trafc is found, and the behavior of the node is represented.

3.3. Risk Assessment Analysis View. In visual design, word
cloud images generally display the size of words according to
word frequency from large to small. Based on node behavior
patterns, this article assumes that the occurrence of low-
frequency topics in emails may prompt dangerous infor-
mation. In this way, an event-driven risk assessment analysis
view is designed (R3). Te article defnes network security
events as four elements with a logical sequence: mail re-
ceiving and sending, login errors, server login information,
and springboard events. Te specifc design is shown in
Figure 7.

Taking the middle radar tree diagram as the starting
point, frstly, the target node is selected, the e-mail word
cloud of this node is observed, and suspicious emails are
found. Determine whether the node is suspicious by ana-
lyzing the number of incorrect logins and the subject of the
mailbox. Ten, from the log-in information parallel coor-
dinate graph, the detailed log-in source IP, user number,
time, destination IP, and whether it is successful can be
observed. By analyzing the reason and time of the login error,
situations such as account theft can be found. Finally, a
parallel coordinate diagram of the springboard machine is
designed to show the use of multihop servers in nodes. Based
on this diagram, information such as source nodes, inter-
mediate paths, destination nodes, and single upload trafc can
be analyzed. Te above event elements constitute a complete

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: DPCANETVis. (a) Company organizational structure view. (b) Behavior pattern view. (c) Risk assessment analysis view.

Figure 5: Te company organizational structure view. (a) Radar
tree diagram of organizational structure. (b) Mail subject word
cloud of the parent node. (c) Mail subject word cloud of the child
node.

Figure 6: Te behavior pattern view. (a) Line diagram of node
clocking in the situation; (b) line diagram of node clocking out
situation; (c) stacking bar chart of clocking of the total number; (d)
theme river chart for fow.
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network abnormal event, whichmay include illegal uploading
of internal data. Behaviors such as leaks can be analyzed.

4. Case Study

Te data set [17] of ChinaVis 2018 Data Visual Analysis
Challenge 1 is used to verify the efectiveness of the system in
this paper.Te background of the competition is that a high-
tech company is preparing to release a new heavyweight
product. In order to ensure the smooth release of the
product, a visual analysis system is needed to analyze the
recent internal work patterns of the company and assist
intelligence personnel in discovering abnormal events. Tis
data set contains one month’s internal monitoring data of
the enterprise, including login logs, web access logs, mail
logs, check-in logs, and TCP trafc logs.

4.1. Analysis of Enterprise Organizational Structure. Te
intelligence personnel analyzes the enterprise organizational
structure view, as shown in Figure 8. From the radar tree
diagram, the enterprise hierarchy is roughly divided into
three levels: general manager, department manager, and
ordinary employee. Click the 1041 node (employee) in the
tree, as shown in Figure 6. Te word cloud linkage on the
right shows the subject of the employee’s emails sent and
received. It is found that the main words are “fnance” and
“reimbursement,” and it is analyzed that the employee be-
longs to the fnance department, and its subordinate nodes
are all employees of the fnance department.

Further analysis revealed that the company is composed
of 5 departments including the Finance Department, Hu-
man Resources Department, R&D Department 1, R&D
Department 2, and R&DDepartment 3. Except that the R&D
department has an additional team leader, which is com-
posed of four levels, the other departments are composed of
three levels, as shown in Figure 8.

4.2. Analysis of Working Mode. Te behavioral pattern view
is analyzed. Observe the daily commuting time of each
department, and view the commuting curve of R&D 2 de-
partments through interactive operation, as shown in Fig-
ure 9. It is speculated from the peak of the curve that the
department’s working time is 10 am and the end time is 8

pm, but most of them leave before 11 pm, and there is a
common situation of working overtime at night.

Ten, by looking at the theme river map and analyzing
the fow access of each department, we can get the working
mode: as shown in Figure 10, each department has a strong
work intensity from 10 am to 12 o’clock in the morning, and
the work is relatively stable in the afternoon. By comparing
the fow of each department, it can be known that the three
R&D departments have the most visits, which is not un-
related to the need to pay close attention to the latest
technology;

Finally, the stacked histogram of the number of punches
is analyzed. As shown in the left chart of Figure 11, it was
found that the number of clock-in numbers in each de-
partment has little change in working days, so absenteeism
rarely occurs. Put the time on November 19, 25, and 26,
2017. Tis day is a weekend, but almost all the staf in the
fnance department work overtime, as shown in the right
fgure of Figure 11. It is speculated that the company has
heavy fnancial afairs at the end of the month, which may be
a common case.

5. Enterprise Risk Assessment Analysis

Intelligence personnel interactively use risk assessment
views to try to spot anomalies. According to the defnition of
event-driven, the analysis can be started from the tree di-
agram, the employees who log in incorrectly can be located
from the suspicious e-mail word cloud, and the suspicious
events can be analyzed. Tis view is used to get the following
complete event analysis.

5.1. Tree Persons Resign on the Same Day. Combined with
the word cloud, we can interactively analyze any employee
node in the radar tree diagram and found that employees
1281, 1376, and 1487 are all from the R&D department.Tey
submitted their resignations on the same day and were
approved by two department managers. It is speculated that
there is a suspicion of abnormality here, and further analysis
is required. As shown in Figure 12, the word cloud display of
1281 is found in the tree diagram.

5.2. No. 1487 Employee Embezzled the Group Leader Account
Incident. As shown in Figure 13 on the left, it is a line chart
of the number of login errors. It was discovered that em-
ployee No. 1487 had more than 20 login errors on November
3 and November 6. Tis further verifes the employee’s
anomaly. Observe the parallel coordinate diagram of the
server login. As shown in the right fgure of Figure 13, the
employee’s IP address tried multiple times to log in to the
1080 and 1211 group leader accounts on November 3 and 4
but failed after multiple attempts. OnNovember 6th, he tried
to log in to the 1228 group leader account several times. Te
login was successful at 22:00, and then, he logged in on the
16th and 24th.Terefore, it is speculated that the employee is
suspected of stealing the team leader’s account and leaking
secrets.

Figure 7: Te risk assessment analysis view. (a) Improved word
cloud (low-frequency displayed frstly); (b) line chart of logon error
count; (c) parallel coordinate chart of server logon; (d) parallel
coordinate chart of board divulge.
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5.3. Group Leaks. In order to gain insight into the specifc
behavior of employee No. 1487 in embezzling the team
leader’s account, intelligence personnel used the spring-
board parallel coordinate map, as shown in Figure 14, and
found that on the 24th, they used the team leader’s account
to upload 572MB of data to overseas servers. During the
analysis of 1487, it was also discovered that four other
employees within the company had uploaded data to the
server together. Trough the word cloud, there are “resig-
nation” and “recruitment” messages in the subject of the

emails of several other employees, and these people were
absent from work on the same day. Intelligence personnel
believes that this is most likely a gang leak.

6. User Feedback

To verify the efectiveness of this system, we invited an
enterprise manager and a network security expert to make a
preliminary evaluation of the visual system. Te former has
clear requirements for security analysis, while the latter has
extensive work experience in the feld of network security.

Figure 10: Te fow usage of each department.
Figure 12: Te low-frequency word cloud of 1281.

Figure 8: Te analysis of company organizational structure.

Figure 9: Te clocking time of each department.

Figure 11: Te number of clocking of each department.
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Firstly, we briefy introduced them to the use process of the
system and then collected feedback from experts after using
the system. Combining expert feedback, the advantages and
disadvantages of the visual analysis system proposed in this
article will be discussed below.

Te main advantages of the system are as follows: (1)
based on the improved DPCA clustering algorithm, there is
no need to set the number of clusters in advance, auto-
matically analyze the internal organizational structure of the
enterprise, and can efectively respond to changes in the
network structure. (2) At the same time, frequent user
settings are avoided, and the user’s workload is reduced;
visual technology is used to show the analysis process and
improve work efciency. (3)Te risk assessment view allows
users to participate in the abnormal discovery and analysis
process in an interactive manner, which improves the in-
terpretability of the analysis process.

By comparing with the answers published by the
competition committee, it is proved that the analysis results
of the system basically meet the standard answers.

Te disadvantages are as follows: (1) although the DPCA
clustering algorithm does not need to specify the number of
clusters, it still requires users to set some parameters; (2) the
system’s ability to process larger-scale data needs to be verifed.
Web log data are a kind of streaming data, and as the scale of the
enterprise increases, the amount of data will increase expo-
nentially. How to improve the clustering algorithm and visual
view to adapt to the increase in the amount of data is the main
challenge.

7. Conclusion

Tis paper proposes an interactive visual analysis framework
for multisource heterogeneous network log data. Compared
with previous methods, this method has the following three
advantages:

(1) By introducing interactive word cloud technology,
the improved DPCA clustering included can be used
to efectively dig out the node organization structure

(2) Te method of multigraph dynamic linkage makes it
easy to use and quickly master the organizational
structure and working mode of the enterprise from
the aspects of personnel structure, mail receiving and
sending, clock in, and so on

(3) From the perspective of users, the system provides
interactive visual analysis to efectively mine the
insiders of enterprises stealing important data

In the future, research work will be carried out in the
following areas: (1) isolated abnormal events need to be further
analyzed. Some isolated events in the web logs cannot be
specifcally evaluated and dealt with because no relevant con-
textual information can be found, so further analysis is needed.
(2) Case studies need to be enriched. Based on a single case may
not be able to show the overall picture of the system, a larger
data set will be used to fully demonstrate the research work of
this article. (3) Scalability needs to be improved.Te framework
of this article is limited to specifc network security log data and
will combine more visualization techniques to improve the
generalization of the system.
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